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STEPS TO CONSIDER FOR

In the wake of the COVID-19 discovery, a lot of sudden changes have happened: 
schools and universities are closing, mass gatherings have been canceled, and the 
government is pushing companies to implement ‘Work From Home’ strategies.

Our recommendation is that in order to provide an effective 
solution that can be deployed rapidly, clients should focus on 
scaling existing deployed and familiar technology to your users 
to minimize disruption to operations.

We have developed a straightforward guide to help with 
these assessments and plans:

What are the key systems and tools that workers need to access?

Do any critical systems have connectivity limitations outside the corporate 
network?

What infrastructure & tools are in place to enable remote work currently?

Do you have any governance or compliance restrictions on remote access?

Do you have authentication in place to maintain security requirements?

Connect

How will information about tools and requirements be distributed to users?

Will corporate devices require any updates or software to enable connectivity?

How will access from personal devices be managed?

What support will be available to users with connectivity issues?

Enable

Can your current infrastructure handle the load from increased remote 
connectivity?

Do you have licensing to distribute connectivity tools at scale?

Scale

YOUR ORGANIZATION.



HOW TECKPATH 
CAN HELP?

Discuss with your 
TECKPATH team today.

WE FIRMLY ENOURAGE YOU...

To take these steps with your own IT staff or any service provider to 

ensure effective steps are taken to minimize disruption to your 

business.

TTeckPath is taking a consultative approach. We are looking to help 

support you as you prepare your business contingency plans. We 

have offerings in our existing portfolio to design solutions/make 

recommendations for most client scenarios.

Solutions for short term deployment should be based on technology 

and platforms that are familiar to your end users as there is limited 

time for training/OCM.

Our expeOur expert consultants at TeckPath, architects, and Relevant 

Workplace experts have deep expertise in designing solutions 

enabling workforces with technology that keeps them productive in 

remote and dispersed locations. Our team of experts are ready to 

help you develop a solution that can be implemented quickly as your 

business needs them.


